Abstract We present here in situ measurements obtained between 1991 and 2011 in outervortex conditions by the ELHYSA balloon-borne frost-point hygrometer. The frost-point hygrometer profiles are used for comparisons with the satellite data from version 19 (v19) and version 3.3 (v3.3) of the HALogen Occultation Experiment (HALOE) and the Microwave Limb Sounder (MLS) respectively. Potential Vorticity mapping is applied to all data sets to remove contributions of transient tropical intrusions and polar vortex air masses and hence ensure consistent comparisons between the balloon and satellite observations. Our selected balloon in situ observations are too sparse to directly infer mid-latitude stratospheric time series for continuous comparisons with HALOE and MLS records or derive water vapour trends but can be used to validate the satellite data. A mean difference of −0.83±1.58 % (−0.04±0.07 ppmv) is obtained between HALOE v19 data and the balloon frost-point observations (with respect to HALOE) over the 30-80 hPa altitude range. The hygrometer-HALOE differences appear timedependent as already presented in the literature. The mean difference reaches 2.80±0.96 % (0.13±0.04 ppmv) for MLS v3.3, with MLS systematically wetter than the balloon data reflecting a systematic bias between both datasets. We use our balloon data as reference to provide some information about the HALOE-MLS difference. From post-2000 ELHYSA-HALOE and ELHYSA-MLS comparisons, we find a HALOE-MLS difference matching the expected bias, with MLS v3.3 6.60±2.80 % (0.27±0.11 ppmv) wetter than HALOE v19. From the results
Introduction
Water vapour amounts entering the stratosphere are largely controlled by seasonal variations of temperatures near the cold tropical tropopause resulting in the dry stratosphere (Brewer 1949) and a pronounced seasonal cycle in tropical stratospheric water vapour illustrated by the tropical "tape recorder" (Mote et al. 1996) . Meridional transport from the tropical stratosphere with a timescale of months impacts the mid-latitude water vapour content in the lower stratosphere (typically in the 150-80 hPa range or below about 18 km) as shown by satellite observations (e.g. Randel et al. 2001) . Above these altitude levels, typically above 440 K (∼18 km), the midlatitude stratosphere appears to be more isolated from the tropics (Plumb 1996) with the water vapour content expected to vary much less with altitude and time compared to the levels below.
The global budget of stratospheric water vapour has direct implications on ozone chemistry through homogeneous and heterogeneous chemical processes (Dvortsov and Solomon 2001) . Its radiative effects are particularly large in the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere (UTLS) region (Rind et al. 1991; Forster and Shine 1999) . It is then important to derive and understand trends in stratospheric water vapour. The longest continuous record has been established using long-term regular soundings by the NOAA balloon-borne frost-point hygrometer over Washington, D.C., from 1964 to 1976 and over Boulder, Colorado, from 1980 onwards. This dataset, widely used in the scientific community, has shown a general increase in the midlatitude stratospheric water vapour content of 1-1.5 % per year since the 1960s (Oltmans and Hofmann 1995; Oltmans et al. 2000; Rosenlof et al. 2001 ) with distinct trend values characterized by shorter-term increases or decreases depending on the selected period between 1980 and 2010 (Hurst et al. 2011) . Such a trend could have significant implications on the atmosphere with in particular a contribution to long term global climate warming as suggested by global model simulations (Forster and Shine 2002; Solomon et al. 2010) . Additionally, an increase of the stratospheric water vapour content could contribute to an increase in the rate of polar ozone destruction through an intensification of the formation of polar stratospheric clouds and perturbations in the gas phase chemistry (Kirk-Davidoff et al. 1999; Shindell 2001) .
However, the stratospheric water vapour trend does not match with long-term changes of tropical tropopause temperatures inferred from radiosondes over the ∼1980-2000 period (Zhou et al. 2001; Seidel et al. 2001) and no obvious atmospheric process has been found to undoubtedly attribute its origin and amplitude (Oltmans and Hofmann 1995; Kley et al. 2000) . Only about one third of the detected water vapour positive trend can be attributed to the anthropogenic increase in methane which is the major in situ source of stratospheric water vapour (le Texier et al. 1988; Rohs et al. 2006) . Various processes have been suggested to potentially contribute to the remaining change in the stratospheric water vapour content at a global scale such as variations in ENSO (El Niño/Southern Oscillation) activity (Bonazzola and Haynes 2004; Fueglistaler and Haynes 2005) , modulation by Quasi-biennial Oscillation (QBO) (Randel et al. 2004) , the interplay between ENSO and QBO modes (Liang et al. 2011) and possible changes in the residual circulation related to the latitude broadening of the tropical upwelling (Zhou et al. 2001) . Other mechanisms such as volcanic eruptions (Considine et al. 2001; Joshi and Shine 2003) , multidecadal increases in anthropogenic emissions of SO 2 in Southern and Eastern Asia (Notholt et al. 2005) or the increasing aerosol content from tropical biomass burning (Sherwood 2002 ) have been invoked. Most of the above-mentioned mechanisms would potentially affect the water vapour entering the stratosphere in the tropics with subsequent effect on higher latitudes.
Only partial agreement is observed between HALOE data (Russell et al. 1993 ) and the NOAA balloon record near Boulder in the lower stratosphere in terms of seasonal and interannual variations though the decadal increase observed in the balloon record appears to be of less amplitude in HALOE data for 1992-2001 (Randel et al. 2004) . Despite a reevaluation process of the NOAA frost-point hygrometer observations (Scherer et al. 2008) , differences remain between balloon data and HALOE in terms of trends and variability of stratospheric water vapour. Both HALOE and balloon time series show in 2001 a sudden drop in stratospheric water vapour amounts (about −0.4 ppmv in HALOE data) consistent with a decrease in the tropical tropopause temperature trend of about −1 K (Randel et al. 2006) . Persistent low values of water vapour are observed for a period of about 4 years but with still some differences between HALOE and NOAA balloon records (Scherer et al. 2008) . The differences between these specific measurements reflect the still-unexplained discrepancies among various types of instruments implemented onboard aircraft, balloon and satellite platforms (see Kley et al. 2000) . None of the instruments involved in the extensive comparisons reported by Kley et al. (2000) have been considered as a standard or reference for the measurement of stratospheric water vapour. As a consequence, inferring reliable water vapour time series by merging various sources of data to quantify water vapour variations at various time scales (seasonal, interannual and long-term) appears to be somewhat complicated (Fueglistaler and Haynes 2005) . To do so, biases between stratospheric water vapour observations, such as between satellite data (e.g. Lambert et al. 2007; Montoux et al. 2009 ), but also the time drifts of these differences must be investigated.
The aim of this paper is to provide further intercomparisons between independent balloon observations from a frost-point hygrometer and the HALOE and MLS satellite data. We use here in situ measurements of stratospheric water vapour performed by the ELHYSA (French acronym for "Etude de L'HYgrométrie StrAtosphérique", formerly referred as "LMD cryogenic frost-point hygrometer" such as in Kley et al. 2000) . The ELHYSA and satellite vertical profiles are sorted out using Potential Vorticity (PV) fields to get mid-latitude stratospheric conditions. Balloon-satellite comparisons matching this dynamical criterion are analyzed over the 1991-2011 period.
Instruments

The ELHYSA frost-point hygrometer
Instrument description
The ELHYSA frost-point hygrometer (Ovarlez 1991) has been operating for about 20 years onboard balloon platforms (Zero-pressure balloons and Infrared Montgolfieres) or aircrafts to study various atmospheric humidity conditions from the UTLS to the stratosphere. The instrument has been particularly involved in various international campaigns for satellite validation (e.g. Pruvost et al. 1993; Kanzawa et al. 2002) , validation of meteorological analyses , studies of tropical cirrus clouds (e.g. Jensen et al. 2001; Ovarlez et al. 2002) , polar vortex dehydration processes , polar stratospheric cloud microphysics (e.g. Voigt et al. 2000) , and stratospheric dynamics (Teitelbaum et al. 1994; Orsolini et al. 1998 ).
This type of instrument is considered as a Transfer Standard in the field of the Metrology of humidity and is based on the so called chilled mirror technique similarly to other frostpoint hygrometers (Oltmans and Hofmann 1995; Vömel et al. 2007a ). The ambient air flow circulates over a cooled mirror onto which is formed a layer of condensate. The temperature of the cooled mirror, directly measured by an embedded thermistor, matches the frost or dew point temperature of the air in contact with the mirror. Dew or white frost is optically detected by a photodiode which is sensitive to the infrared light emitted by a LED. The incident light on the mirror surface is scattered by the condensate layer, reducing the specular reflection and the signal on the photodiode with respect to the signal from a bare mirror. The decreased photodiode signal is maintained by a feedback loop which controls the heater and sustains the mirror temperature at the ambient frost-point or dew point temperature. The cold source was a Peltier device until 1993 and was replaced by a cryogenic cooling system in 1994. A Peltier device has a longer regulation period than a cryogenic system. Thus, the cryogenic system is more sensitive to local changes in the water vapour content having strong vertical gradients. On the other hand, laboratory calibrations and comparisons with various observations (such as those available in the literature) have shown that this technical change has no influence on the retrieval of the global values of water vapour mixing ratios.
In-flight observations are conducted after sunset during balloon slow descent to avoid possible contamination by outgassing of water vapour from the balloon envelope located above the instrument (conditions likely to be encountered during balloon ascent).
Measurement uncertainty and stability
The dominant source of uncertainty corresponds to the feedback loop stability, i.e. its ability to sustain a constant ice layer on the mirror. This process results in oscillations around the true frost point with a period of about 15 s for stratospheric conditions and a maximum standard deviation of about ±0.9°C. For ELHYSA, the estimation of frost point determination uncertainty due to the feedback loop is less than 0.5°C (Ovarlez 1991) . Laboratory calibrations are regularly conducted on a calibration bench to check the stability of the feedback loop. The hygrometer is connected to the test bench which is set to pressure values of 100 and 20 hPa reproducing the conditions in the lower and middle stratosphere respectively. Given amounts of water relevant for the stratospheric conditions are injected into the system. Frost point temperatures as low as −95°C can be reached with the bench and values at which frost points are obtained on the hygrometer mirror are compared to the expected value. The feedback loop is operated by a proportional integral derivative (PID) controller with tuneable parameters to properly control the frost formation on the mirror by driving the mirror heater, as typically done for frost point hygrometers (Vömel et al. 2007a) . Then, prior to each flight, this procedure allows for a careful adjustment of the mirror temperature control loop, if necessary, and has resulted in a reproducible uncertainty of less than 0.5°C even for oscillations of about ±1°C (Vömel et al. 2007a ) for the whole ELHYSA operational period considered in this study.
Another term of uncertainty is the measurement of the mirror temperature provided by the embedded thermistor. The thermistor is calibrated by a Pt100 platinum temperature sensor itself calibrated with an accuracy better than 0.02°C through national standards certified in France by the Laboratoire National de Métrologie et d'Essais (LNE). Coefficients derived from several measured calibration points are used to convert resistance to temperature values in the whole range from −95°C to +25°C. This results in a systematic error lower than 0.05°C for all mirror temperatures in this range.
The structure of the water ice at very low temperatures, i.e. below 200 K, may exist both in the hexagonal and cubic crystal feature which could affect the frost point measurements if the ice deposit on the mirror was in the cubic phase instead of the common hexagonal phase (Vömel et al. 2007a) . However, for all ELHYSA data used in this study, the frost point regulation on the mirror was set off at temperatures above 200 K for which hexagonal ice dominates. We therefore exclude any bias on the determination of the frost point temperature from the presence of cubic ice on the mirror.
For stratospheric conditions where ice is the condensate on the mirror, the Goff-Gratch equation is used to derive the partial pressure of water vapour from the frost point temperature measurements (Goff and Gratch 1946) . The mixing ratio is deduced by dividing water vapour partial pressure by the pressure of dry air measured using a highly-accurate Paroscientific sensor. The pressure sensor accuracy is of about 0.1 hPa as stated by Paroscientific and remains stable owing to regular calibration in the laboratory (in particular by LNE). This uncertainty has a negligible effect on the inferred mixing ratio for the altitude range on which focuses our study (30-80 hPa corresponding to ∼24-18 km). The various sources of uncertainty on the frost point temperature measurement described above and on the associated water vapour partial pressure calculated by from Goff-Gratch equation leads to mixing ratio measurement uncertainty of 5 % for stratospheric conditions.
In-flight comparisons with other instrumentation
In-flight comparisons between instruments are valuable to investigate accuracy issues as recommended by the SPARC (Stratospheric Processes and their Role in Climate) assessment of water vapour in particular for in situ instruments. The PicoSDLA-H 2 O tunable laser diode spectrometer measures water vapour in the 2.63 μm spectral region by absorption spectroscopy (Durry et al. 2008) . The sensor has been developed with the support of the CNRS and of the French space agency (CNES) and it was test-flown under a stratospheric balloon in 2007 at Aire-sur-l'Adour (France). The PicoSDLA-H 2 O sensor was later involved in several balloon campaigns in northern Sweden (2010 , 2011 ) and in Brazil (2008 , 2012 . Its principle deals with a laser diode (2.63 μm) and a InAs photodiode (Judson Inc.) which are separated by a 1-m path length in ambient air. The laser beam is partially absorbed by ambient H 2 O molecules. The absorption spectrum is then stored onboard. Considering the achieved signal-to-noise ratio in the spectra, the uncertainties on the atmospheric pressure (from Paroscientific pressure gauge) and temperature (from VIZ thermistors) measurements, on the spectroscopic parameters as well as on the concentration retrieval process, the uncertainty on stratospheric water vapour mixing ratios has been found to be within 5.5 %.
A common balloon flight with the ELHYSA and PicoSDLA-H 2 O instruments was conducted from the Kiruna/Esrange (Northern Sweden, 67.9°N, 21.1°E) launching base on 12 March 2011. The comparison presented in Fig. 1 corresponds to the descent of the balloon (from about 23 to 17 km) during night-time and avoids the effect of water vapour outgassing from the balloon envelope. On average mixing ratios recorded by PicoSDLA-H 2 O are 0.8±1.2 % (0.04±0.06 ppmv) lower than ELHYSA with a maximum difference of 3.6 % (0.2 ppmv) at 36.4 hPa (21.5 km). The agreement is well within the instrumental uncertainties.
Overall, the features on the vertical profiles, related to the location of the in situ observation with respect to the vortex edge position, match well for the two instruments. The small altitude difference in the position of the vertical features may be attributed to a slight time lag (of a few seconds at maximum) of the frost-point hygrometer due to the feedback loop controller which regulates the mirror temperature to sustain a frost layer on its surface (Vömel et al. 2007c ). This time lag is altitude dependent as a result of the varying frost-point temperature profile and corresponds to a vertical shift varying from about 20 m to less than 100 m due to the balloon slow descent rate of 4 m.s −1 . Basically, this comparison indicates that there are no notable differences between the ELHYSA frost-point hygrometer and PicoSDLA-H 2 O spectrometer measurements below 30 hPa.
Satellite data: HALOE and MLS
HALOE
HALOE aboard the Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite (UARS) operated between October 1991 and November 2005. HALOE is a solar occultation instrument measuring mixing ratio vertical profiles of several trace gases including water vapour (Russell et al. 1993; Harries et al. 1996) . Observations are made in the infrared part of the electromagnetic spectrum (between 2.45 and 10 μm). For water vapour the vertical profiles extend from about 10 km (approximately the tropopause level of each area) to 80 km with vertical resolution of about 2 km. The observation geometry of HALOE results in about 15 sunrises and 15 sunsets daily with nice longitudinal coverage on two latitude circles each day, one for the sunrise locations and the other one for the sunset locations. Latitude coverage of HALOE is from about 80°N and 80°S over the course of a year but varies continuously from 1 month to another. Approximately 1 month is necessary to sample the latitude range 60°N-60°S and about 6 weeks to achieve a global coverage. This provides extensive spatial coverage for the estimation of the water vapour trend at mid-latitudes, in the tropical entry region of water vapour or at a global scale. In our analysis, sunrise and sunset data are combined and we use the v19 retrieval product obtained from http://haloe.gats-inc.com/download/index.php. We have made the choice to use v19 because this version has been widely published and available in the literature. The error estimates provided in the HALOE data files include random components due to noise and altitude dependent quasi-systematic errors due to uncertainties in corrections of aerosol effects. A dry bias of about 5 % in HALOE water vapour data has been highlighted in the stratosphere (between 1 and 100 hPa) from extensive intercomparisons with aircraft and balloon measurements . As mentioned by Randel et al. (2006) from a private communication by J. M. Russell III (2005) , the HALOE water vapour spectral signal has shown robust longterm stability with changes of only 0.5 % since launch. Also, the self-calibrating characteristics of HALOE minimize the effect of instrumental drift throughout its 14-year period of observation.
MLS
The MLS instrument is part of the EOS Aura spacecraft launched in August 2004 (Waters et al. 2006) . MLS detects Earth thermal emission lines from many trace gases at microwavefar infrared wavelengths. The standard H 2 O product used in this paper is retrieved from the radiances measured at 183 GHz. MLS looks forward from Aura in a sun-synchronous near polar orbit with almost global latitude coverage from 82°S to 82°N and scans the Earth's limb vertically at night and day from the ground to about 90 km every 24.7 s. Vertical scans are synchronized to the Aura orbit leading to retrieved profiles at the same latitude every orbit. There are 240 limb scans per orbit providing close to 3500 profiles per day spaced at 1.5°intervals. The vertical resolution is about 3-4 km in the stratosphere and the horizontal resolution is mostly between 200 and 300 km. We focus here on version 3.3 since this is the latest extensive version available at the time of this study. Extensive assessment has been conducted for MLS version 2.2 (v2.2) H 2 O product through validation studies using various independent instruments aboard satellites, aircrafts and balloons (Lambert et al. 2007; Read et al. 2007; Vömel et al. 2007b ). For MLS v2.2 H 2 O data, the single-profile precision is about 0.2-0.3 ppmv (4-9 %) in the stratosphere and the accuracy is estimated to be 0.2-0.5 ppmv (4-11 %) for the pressure range 68-0.01 hPa (Lambert et al. 2007 ). This precision is not achieved in the lower stratosphere and upper troposphere region with values of 10-20 % from 121 to 83 hPa (Read et al. 2007 ). MLS v3.3 H 2 O product is expected to be about 0.2-0.3 ppmv wetter than v2.2 in the pressure range 83-0.1 hPa (Livesey 2011) . For pressures greater than 21 hPa, the precisions of two versions are nearly identical.
The MLS retrieval approach can be found in Livesey et al. (2006) . Since MLS and in situ instruments like ELHYSA have hugely different vertical resolutions it is recommended to degrade the high-resolution profile using both the vertical averaging kernels of H 2 O MLS data and the MLS forward model smoothing function (Read et al. 2007; Vömel et al. 2007b) for validation purpose. However applying the MLS averaging kernels is a rather heavy process. In our case a more simple least square fit method is an acceptable approach at least to investigate consistencies between such sets of data as recommended for users of v3.3 MLS data (Livesey 2011 ) and done by Froidevaux et al. (2008) for MLS ozone validation. Also, the three quality metrics which are available for each MLS profile to characterize the quality of the data (Lambert et al. 2007 ) are used accordingly in the following to remove profiles considered as inappropriate for scientific studies. The MLS data are available from the NASA Goddard Earth Sciences Data and Information Services Centre (http://mirador.gsfc.nasa.gov/ index.shtml).
3 Balloon frost-point and satellite data intercomparisons
Data selection for mid-latitude conditions
In the following we will focus on data available within the Northern mid-latitude regime, namely between the subtropics and the polar fronts, because it is the geographic area where the published stratospheric water vapour trends have been established. Also, focussing on mid-latitude conditions allows us to minimize the effects of strong gradients of stratospheric chemical species (including water vapour) which are likely to bias remote sensing observations performed within a recurrently perturbed dynamical regime like the arctic polar vortex (Swartz et al. 2006; Berthet et al. 2007a ). Accordingly, the ELHYSA frost-point and satellite sets of data presented in the following have been sorted out to achieve these conditions for balloon-satellite comparisons as robust as possible.
The selection method used is based on PV fields which has already been used for comparisons of balloon and satellite (including HALOE) instruments (Michelsen et al. 2002; Sugita et al. 2006 ) and have been found to be correlated with water vapour (e.g. Dethof et al. 1999; Schiller et al. 2002) . A justification of using PV mapping rather than simple zonal means on a given mid-latitude range is that zonal averaging is likely to encompass airmasses of different meteorological signature, in particular those from an elongated or leaking Arctic vortex. To support this analysis, we use the MIMOSA (French acronym for 'Modèle Isentropique de transport Mesoéchelle de l'Ozone Stratosphérique par Advection') high-resolution advection model for PV. Advection calculations are based on the ECMWF (European Centre for MediumRange Weather Forecasts) horizontal wind component to provide PV fields on isentropic surfaces. The implementation of MIMOSA is described in details in Hauchecorne et al. (2002) . PV mapping computed from ECMWF 45-year reanalysis (ERA-40) data available from the British Atmospheric Data Centre (BADC, see http://badc.nerc.ac.uk/) has also been used for the ELHYSA flights before 1998.
All ELHYSA balloon data were obtained from two different launching sites, Aire sur l'Adour (Southern France, 43.7°N, 0.3°W), and Kiruna/Esrange (Northern Sweden, 67.9°N, 21.1°E). The high-latitude location of the Kiruna site is statistically exposed to the presence of the Arctic polar vortex depending on the period of year. The location of the Aire sur l'Adour mid-latitude site is also likely to be affected by polar vortex filaments or remnants in the wintertime and springtime but also by tropical intrusions (Durry et al. 2002) . PV fields are used to investigate the occurrence of all these phenomena and subsequently exclude balloon and satellite data obtained within vortex, filament airmasses and tropical intrusions as illustrated on Fig. 2 . We have selected values of PV which are clearly much stronger than the values expected for the tropopause region and lowermost stratosphere, i.e. between 2 and ∼10 pvu (e.g. Berthet et al. 2007b) , to ensure that our data are not affected by air masses stemming from these regions. For instance, for the 510 K potential temperature level (∼21 km), mid-latitude conditions are satisfied for PV ranging from 30 to 40 pvu, which means that tropical and vortex air are flagged with PV<30 pvu and PV>40 pvu respectively. Twelve ELHYSA profiles or parts of profiles corresponding to mid-latitude conditions and performed since 1991 (Table 1) have been selected. For some of these profiles, some vertical layers have to be excluded as shown in Fig. 3 where the position of the vortex barrier is represented on a high-resolution vertical profile of water vapour recorded by the ELHYSA hygrometer. It is shown that the transition of the vertical sounding to inner vortex air masses results in a sharp increase of about 1 ppmv of water vapour resulting from the downward transport of higher amounts of water vapour produced by methane oxidation (e.g. Michelsen et al. 2002) . Rejection of some particular vertical layers for a given flight has also been done in case of tropical intrusions within these layers. As an example, the presence of dehydrated air resulting from a tropical intrusion was well documented by Durry et al. (2002) on October 2001 from the Aire sur l'Adour French site using the predecessor of the PicoSDLA-H2O spectrometer and the ELHYSA hygrometer 6 days apart. The occurrence of a tropical intrusion is unambiguously reflected by local decreases in the water vapor content of 0.5 ppmv in the balloon profiles between about 50 and 40 hPa. Then, satellite data have been sorted out as coincident (in space and time) as possible to the balloon records. The coverage of HALOE measurements is constrained by the Earth-Sun geometry which limits the sampling rate of a given geographical area at a specific period. Taking into account this constraint, we had to consider HALOE data between 0 and 15 days apart from the balloon record and spanning the 40-70°N latitude range with no restriction on longitude. Within this restricted area and period, PV fields have been used to geographically reject HALOE profiles affected by vortex air and tropical intrusions and the selected profiles have been averaged. This has allowed us to get the common characteristics of the northern midlatitude water vapour at the given period of the balloon observations. Note that for the case of the 7 October 2005 flight no HALOE data are available to meet the time coincidence criterion which has consequently been extended to 23-25 days apart from the balloon observations. MLS offers better time sampling than HALOE resulting in a temporal coincidence range of 12 h before and after the time of the balloon flight (which means both day and night contributions in the MLS profiles). MLS almost global sampling allows us to make direct profile matching with the balloon profile based on PV coordinates. Note however that comparison cases between the frost-point and MLS for coincidences too close to the vortex edge have been excluded as a result of the possible biases likely to affect remote-sensing observations crossing strong PV (and associated chemical species concentration) gradients (Berthet et al. 2007a) . Then, within these restricted PV-based areas MLS profiles have been averaged on a daily basis.
In the UTLS, water vapour amounts are strongly variable making comparisons between various instruments more difficult . Figure 4 illustrates the greater variability of water vapour from averaged coincident ELHYSA and HALOE data below the 80 hPa level (∼440 K, ∼18 km) where variations of about 1 ppmv are observed. This reflects the strong "ventilation" characterizing the mid-latitude lower stratosphere (e.g. Berthet et al. 2007b ). In Fig. 4 , seasonal variation amplitudes of only a few tenths of ppmv are observed above the 80 hPa level, reflecting the stronger isolation from the tropics in this part of the stratosphere. Error bars represent the 1-sigma standard deviations which are of 0.2-03 ppmv above the 80 hPa level and 0.6-0.7 ppmv below. The vertical behavior shown on Fig. 4 is closely related to the results of Hurst et al. (2011) who have highlighted the strong impact of seasonal variations of water vapour on its mid-latitude vertical profiles for Fig. 3 High-resolution vertical profile of water vapour observed at high-latitude by the ELHYSA hygrometer illustrating the impact of the position of the vortex barrier (shaded grey) on the stratospheric water vapour amounts altitude levels below the stratospheric "overworld" (see their Fig. 2 ). Another point deals with heavy levels of aerosol loadings produced by volcanic eruptions and which are likely to generate biased water vapour profiles in the satellite data sets in the lower stratosphere (Hervig et al. 1995) where most of the sulfate aerosols are located (e.g. Junge et al. 1961; Renard et al. 2008) . As a consequence, in the following we will focus on observations above the 80 hPa altitude level which will presumably attenuate the spread of the intercompared data. Figure 5 presents examples of comparisons between the ELHYSA frost-point hygrometer and HALOE v19 averaged vertical profiles for the two balloon launching sites from the method described above. An intrusion of dehydrated tropical air has been identified between 47 and 60 hPa for the 5 May 1999 flight in France. Excluding this layer, the frost-point hygrometer and HALOE (with respect to ELHYSA) agree to within −0.91±1.76 % (−0.04±0.08 ppmv) on average (at the 1-σ level) above 80 hPa. For the case on 10 August 1998 in summer high latitudes, the agreement between the frost-point hygrometer and HALOE is of +0.80±1.91 % (+0.04±0.09 ppmv) on average above 80 hPa. Together with the comparison shown in Fig. 4 To examine the possible biases between the frost-point hygrometer and the satellite instruments we have represented the coincident comparisons in vertical bins. In the literature several works present comparisons of water vapour observations or trends in vertical bins (Oltmans and Hofmann 1995; Oltmans et al. 2000; Scherer et al. 2008; Hurst et al. 2011 ). In our study, 4 vertical pressure levels have been chosen to average the balloon and satellite data, [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] km altitude levels respectively. Such vertical averaging on the high-resolution ELHYSA vertical profiles allows us firstly to smooth out small scale structures that may be not resolved by the PV fields and secondly to reduce the time lag instrumental issue emphasized from the in situ comparison between the frost-point hygrometer and the spectrometer. The vertical resolution of HALOE data provides 4 to 7 points to be averaged per pressure bin. The four selected pressure bins correspond well to the vertical resolution of MLS with at least one MLS point per pressure bin. Figure 7 presents the comparisons between balloon and satellite averaged data for the 4 selected pressure ranges over the 1991-2011 period. Figure 8 presents the results for the 30-80 hPa range. For the 1991 case, greater standard deviations are visible for the four HALOE points possibly resulting from anomalies in HALOE v19 data. Actually, corrections have been applied to HALOE v19 data from mid-1992 to reduce the effect of the stratospheric aerosol loading strongly enhanced after the Mount Pinatubo eruption in 1991 (e.g. Russell et al. 1996) and causing anomalously large water vapour mixing ratios in the HALOE retrievals (Hervig et al. 1995) . However since the ELHYSA and HALOE observations at mid-latitudes agree well for the November 1991 balloon flight we assume it is worth keeping this data though Randel et al. (2004) and Scherer et al. (2008) have omitted HALOE data prior to mid-1992 in their stratospheric water vapour trend estimations. For the 1993 case, a standard deviation of 0.2 ppmv is apparent in HALOE data which might originate from the effect of Pinatubo aerosols on HALOE water vapour retrieval or from the inadequate quality of the 1993 meteorological fields used to drive the PV model. For the 2001 case at 65-80 hPa the HALOE water vapour mixing ratio is 0.2 ppmv lower than the ELHYSA record which might be the result of vertical layers "spoiled" by tropical air or mixed air (Durry et al. 2002 ) not captured by the PV fields used to select HALOE data. 2005 is an interesting case since it is the only year for which we can benefit from both HALOE and MLS data sets.
Results
Vertical profiles
Comparisons in vertical bins
What can be seen on the 30-80 hPa vertical range (Fig. 9) . MLS v3.3 appears systematically higher than HALOE v19. On average, we find a statistically significant mean difference of 6.60±2.80 % (0.27±0.11 ppmv) with respect to HALOE which is in agreement with the difference expected associating the results of Lambert et al. (2007) and Livesey (2011) . Mean differences (individual differences with their standard deviations at the 1-σ level) ranging from 4.70±2.40 % (0.20±0.10 ppmv) to 7.30±6.20 % (0.27±0.22 ppmv) are found between MLS v3.3 and HALOE v19 H 2 O for the four vertical levels. The calculated bias appears rather similar for all the vertical ranges, reflecting its systematic feature. Our HALOE-MLS comparison for the single 2005 case highlights differences of only 0.60 % (0.03 ppmv) on average for 30-80 hPa. The longer time lag between the balloon and HALOE observations (and therefore between HALOE and MLS), which have been taken 25 days apart due to a lack of available HALOE observations in October 2005, could result in a somewhat fortuitous agreement between HALOE and MLS. Table 2 summarizes the calculated differences (at the 1-σ level) between the satellite data and ELHYSA observations (with respect to the ELHYSA hygrometer) for all the considered vertical bins on average for the considered comparison periods. Mean differences (using the mean values of water vapour mixing ratios of ELHYSA and HALOE) of 0.08±2.39 % (0.00±0.11 ppmv), −0.07±0.93 % (0.00±0.04 ppmv), −0.92±2.49 % (−0.04±0.11 ppmv) and −1.62±2.58 % (−0.07±0.11 ppmv) are obtained between HALOE and the frost-point hygrometer for the 30-40, 40-50, 50-65 and 65-80 hPa levels respectively. These values, not statistically different from zero, reflect that no systematic bias is apparent between the ELHYSA hygrometer and HALOE from the 9 comparison cases reported in Fig. 7 with about half of the HALOE mixing ratios higher than the balloon data. Another way to compare HALOE and ELHYSA observations is to calculate the average of the absolute differences between both datasets to disregard the sign variation of the differences observed throughout the 9 comparison cases. We obtain values of 2.00±1.02 % (0.10±0.04 ppmv), 0.82±0.24 % (0.04±0.01 ppmv), 2.01±1.54 % (0.09±0.07 ppmv), 2.52±1.53 % (0.10±0.06 ppmv) for the 30-40, 40-50, 50-65 and 65-80 hPa levels respectively (Table 2) .
For the whole 30-80 hPa range, all ELHYSA data are within the 1-sigma standard deviation bars of the HALOE observations ( HALOE only in 1992 HALOE only in , 1995 HALOE only in and between 1998 HALOE only in and 2000 . Interestingly, the results of Scherer et al. (2008) show increasing differences between HALOE and the NOAA hygrometer after 2000 with the satellite data systematically lower. This feature may also be reflected in the HALOE-ELHYSA comparison in Fig. 8 since we calculate an increased HALOE-ELHYSA difference (using the mean values of water vapour mixing ratios of ELHYSA and HALOE) of −2.47±0.88 % (−0.11±0.03 ppmv) if we take only into account the post-2000 comparison cases (excluding the 2005 case). These results might actually indicate an instrumental drift for HALOE yet stated to be stable throughout its operational period (Randel et al. 2006) . It should be noted that the results of both studies are not fully comparable since firstly Scherer et al. (2008) have focussed on higher and lower vertical levels than in our study (with in particular larger balloon-satellite disagreement for the lowermost stratosphere levels) and secondly their comparisons are shown using 12-month running means. Our result indicates that sparse observations of stratospheric water vapour mixing ratios by different types of instruments with different resolutions compare well provided that a suitable data selection method is used.
The comparison between MLS and the frost-point hygrometer (Fig. 7) result in mean differences of 3.32±1.17 % (0.16±0.05 ppmv), 2.75±0.54 % (0.13±0.02 ppmv), 2.28±2.43 % (0.10±0.11 ppmv) and 2.69±1.05 % (0.12±0.05 ppmv) (here again with respect to the hygrometer) for the 30-40, 40-50, 50-65 and 65-80 hPa levels respectively (Table 2) . From these values, clearly less fluctuating differences are observed with MLS than with HALOE reflecting the better coverage and geographical matching for MLS. Also, MLS H 2 O data appear almost systematically higher than the balloon observations. As a consequence, the calculated mean 
Discussion and conclusion
Differences between various water vapour data sets have been widely reported . Also, corrections have been applied to the NOAA frost-point hygrometer observations obtained over Boulder resulting in newly revised 1980-2000 water vapour trends of up to 40 % lower than previously published (Scherer et al. 2008) . These results illustrate the difficulty to derive robust stratospheric water vapour amounts and evolutions from observations as a result of instrumental uncertainties or issues related to comparisons of data with very different spatial resolutions. As particularly recommended by the 2000 SPARC assessment of water vapour , to evaluate the consistency of the various types of stratospheric water vapour observations, there is a clear need to provide further in situ comparisons of instruments as well as regular validation of satellite data.
In this paper, we have presented intercomparisons between the ELHYSA balloon-borne frost-point hygrometer and the HALOE and MLS satellite instruments with a validation purpose. The frost-point hygrometer is firstly described, especially its typical sources of uncertainty. Then, the ELHYSA frost-point is compared with satellite observations on four atmospheric layers. For comparisons as unbiased as possible in terms of age of air issues and stratospheric dynamical effects, only observations conducted in mid-latitude conditions and above the UTLS vertical zone of high variability have been taken into account. This selection process has been conducted using PV coordinates which reduces the direct impact of vortex distortion/remnants or of fast transport of younger tropical air towards higher latitudes. It is clear that the used balloon observations are sparse. Notwithstanding the low number of in situ balloon profiles, this work has allowed us to quantify the bias between our balloon frost-point observations and the satellite data. No systematic bias is evident between HALOE and the ELHYSA frost-point especially prior to 2000. We find a mean difference of −0.83±1.58 % (−0.04±0.07 ppmv) between HALOE and ELHYSA (with respect to HALOE) in the 30-80 hPa vertical range. We show that the frost-point data are drier by 2.80±0.96 % (0.13±0.04 ppmv) on average than MLS v3.3 for 30-80 hPa.
We obtain higher standard deviation values for the ELHYSA-HALOE comparisons which could reflect the flexibility of our time-space coincidence criterion applied to compensate for the sparse HALOE sampling. The relative difference between HALOE and MLS using the ELHYSA data from 1991 to 2011 as reference is smaller than what is expected from published studies of the 2004-2005 HALOE-MLS overlapping period (Lambert et al. 2007 ). From our 2005 comparison case (ELHYSA flight on 7 October 2005), we have the possibility to compare the frost-point observations with both HALOE and MLS data in the overlapping period. However in this specific case, the expected bias between HALOE and MLS is not apparent certainly as a result of HALOE undersampling issues at the end of its observational period preventing from optimal time-space coincidence with the balloon measurement. Therefore we have investigated monthly-means of HALOE-MLS water vapour taken from their 2004-2005 overlapping period. We find MLS v3.3 6.60 ±2.80 % (0.27±0.11 ppmv) wetter than HALOE between 30 and 80 hPa which match the balloon-satellite differences given above if we take into account the standard deviation values. To construct a continuous water vapour record from HALOE and MLS data, Solomon et al. (2010) have made the choice to shift HALOE to match MLS based on the unchanging good agreement between the NOAA frost-point record at Boulder and MLS time-series of water vapour throughout the period of comparison. Some variability with time is evident between the NOAA frost-point and HALOE (Scherer et al. 2008 ). The question is whether or not the HALOE water vapour signal is affected by a time-dependent drift in instrument response or calibration to explain these varying differences with the NOAA frostpoint and with MLS. Randel et al. (2006) mentions that there is no effect of HALOE instrumental drift throughout 13 years of observations. We note that differences between the ELHYSA frost-point and HALOE appear also variable with time, with higher differences after 2000 (excluding our 2005 ELHYSA-HALOE coincidence which is subject to caution). Taking into account ELHYSA-HALOE comparisons only for the post-2000 period results in HALOE-MLS differences in agreement with the expected value which might be indication of a drift of HALOE. The somewhat unchanged differences between ELHYSA and MLS reflect a steady systematic bias between both instruments rather than any clear effect of instrumental drifts.
Of course, there would be a need for more ELHYSA-satellite comparisons to derive definitive conclusions about the stability of the satellite records of water vapour and about the choice to adjust HALOE on MLS as a systematic approach. A valuable future strategy would be to simultaneously compare the ELHYSA and ELHYSA2 (successor of ELHYSA currently under development) instruments to the observations by the PicoSDLA-H 2 O infrared spectrometer, the Fluorescent Advanced Stratospheric Hygrometer for Balloon (FLASH-B) Lyman-alpha hygrometer (Yushkov et al. 2001 ) and the CFH frost point (Vömel et al. 2007a ). Data quality questions for such in situ instruments using a variety of techniques is still to be addressed for robust estimations of possible satellite data biases which will be in turn a consistent basis to establish long-term water vapour trends and deal with problems of merging satellite data sets in the future. Note that in any case, water vapour trends estimated from a specific long-term data set would be considered as consistent if offset differences (bias) with other instruments remain stable throughout their operational period.
